Australian Wind and Solar are devoted to deliver the best and most innovative and sustainable
Renewable Energy products and solutions. As one of the best local supplier and installation service across the country, Australian Wind and Solar only supply Tier 1 Solar Products and our own
range of AWSTM Wind Turbines.
We are committed to Residential, Commercial, Rural, Off-Grid and Grid-Connected solar and
wind solutions. All our PV and Wind systems are designed and installed under the requirements
of the Clean Energy Council and are guided
by the requirements of the Safety
Standards in the
Electrical Industry.

ADVANTAGES OF A DETAILED ENERGY SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
Renewable energy has never been more attractive from an investment viewpoint. These systems allow homes and businesses
to lower operating costs while gaining a valuable asset and cutting down carbon emissions, in many cases without needing to
spend a dollar up front. An investment in renewable energy can yield amazing returns both from an economic and environmental viewpoint. However, it is very important to ensure that only high quality equipment is used and that the system design is are
fully thought out and well-optimized in order to ensure that the ideal outcome can be reached and that pre-sale promises manifest into real-world savings.
Ensuring that the optimal system I selected can represent a significant challenge. This is where Australian Wind and Solar can
help. Unlike many renewable energy vendors, we offer a detailed energy system report which utilizes cutting edge energy systems engineering software developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, and utilizes NASA wind, solar and temperature satellite data for GPS location. The energy report uses some of the most accurate data sets available in order to ensure
that the recommended system offers the greatest return on investment for each project and that savings projections are realized post commissioning.
The energy report examines meter interval data, energy costs, demand profiles, renewable energy resources, product capital
costs and installation orientation in order to calculate which system should be selected.

ANALYSIS OF YEARLY METER INTERVAL DATA
Australian Wind and Solar have the ability to utilize existing meter interval data along with cutting edge energy system design
software to analyse demand profiles in order to identify opportunities for load shifting, thermal energy storage to identify optimal energy system sizing.
The use of meter interval data combined with electricity costs, equipment and installation costs, and NASA solar radiation data
for the site are used in order to identify the ideal energy system based o the priorities of the home or business. Systems can be
designed based purely on best economic return, on the percentage of bills to be reduced, on a positive cash flow basis, on CO2
reduction, or a combination of all factors, depending on what is important to you.

REAL TIME LOAD AND ENERGY SYSTEM MONITORING
Real time monitoring of Solar, Wind, Battery, multi-circuit electric load, power factor gas are available. You can use this information to understand the importance
of demand management and energy efficiency through the use of accurate data.
Accurate real time monitoring allows homes and businesses to not only identify
the renewable energy system power output, but also to monitor the home or business’ energy demand. Australian Wind and Solar offer load analysis in order to
identify any energy efficiency measures or load shifting that could offer increased
energy cost savings. The inclusion of multi-circuit monitoring allows the easy identification of where energy is being used and at what time. This information empowers management with the knowledge of how to achieve the greatest savings,
often by simply knowing when to turn a device on or off, or if appliances have
been running inefficiently, or whether equipment may need upgrading.
This data can be used to understand the importance of energy efficiency, and the
performance of renewable energy systems.

ADVANTAGES OF $0 UPFRONT FINANACE
Electricity costs for homes and businesses rose by an average increase of
9.5% this year, and this is a common
trend. Utilize $0 upfront financing to
keep operating costs down while gaining a substantial asset, saving money
in year 1 and cutting down on carbon
emissions. This school was able to
save $5,088 in the first year after repayments and tax rebates, all while
having paid $0 upfront!
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$0 Capital Expenditure
Cash Flow Positive
Energy Bill Reduction
Lowering of CO2 emissions
Supporting the Growth of Renewable Energy
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